
Character Area 2: The Northern Hamlets

Northern Hamlets Map 1: the area

Overview and Context

This area bounded to the SW by the A419, on the NW by the motorway M5, and on the NE and SE
sides by the parish boundary.

The three hamlets of Nupend, Nastend and Westend are set within the rolling lowland plain near
the foot of the Cotswold Escarpment. The Stroud Landscape Assessment explains that this area
with its subtle and diverse pattern of fields, woodland and ancient hamlet settlements, which sits at
the foot of the escarpment, is important to the setting of the Cotswold AONB.

The field patterns are largely ones of grassland and arable land bounded by mature deciduous
hedges punctuated by proud ancient isolated oaks. These are the final witness of the great oak
woodlands that once covered this landscape. In a few places, such as Mole Grove, these oak
woodlands survive, on a small scale

This area of undulating land defines the fringe landscape against the escarpment, which, while
narrow at Haresfield and Frocester it is more extensive at Nupend, Westend and Nastend.
Nupend sits on a low ridge running NW to SE and which merges to the NE into the rising slopes of
the Cotswold escarpment.

Layout

The area contains three hamlets set within rolling agricultural land. Apart from Grove Lane there
are no through roads. Both the lane to Nupend and that to Nastend terminate in ancient tracks and
bridleways that once linked these the hamlets, both to each other and to the wider world.



Nastend is the most ancient of these settlements with its predominance of listed buildings grouped
very loosely together within a spacious open setting. It comprises 12 households.

Nupend is the largest of the hamlets with about 50 dwellings grouped loosely in a linear form
alongside a lane that terminates in a bridleway. The form of building is very open with many large
spaces between buildings. It comprises 43 households.

Westend comprises a ribbon development along Grove lane and has remained virtually unchanged
over the last 100 years. It comprises a mix of Farmhouses and cottages that would have related to
the adjacent farmland. It comprises 19 households.

Historically (14th century) these three northern hamlets, together with Churchend and Chipman’s
Platt  (Chippenham Platt on the canal was recorded as Shipman's Platt in 1626) formed the larger
Eastington tithings, separated by the river from Alkerton tithings in the south. The layout and form
of these hamlets is illustrated in the above plan.

Topography

Northern Hamlets Map 2: the three hamlets

The hamlets are set in rolling countryside where subtle changes in topography help distinguish
sub-divisions in landscape character. Nupend is situated at roughly the highest point of the area
whilst Nastend is set in a low point where it is hidden from the wider area. Westend is shown



running down towards the Selbrook which drains to the north and links towards Mole Grove.
Heights vary from 18 meters in the west through to 41 metres behind Nupend Farm.  Nastend sits
at about to 31 metres.

Whilst the contour variations are not large they provide with the vegetation sufficient screening for
many parts of the landscape to be significantly hidden, whilst others are disproportionality visible.
The landscape is defined by the small but important drainage routes of the Oldbury Brook and the
Selbrook stream. These drain all the higher ground either side and over Nupend and become
critical flooding zones during periods of deluge. The land they drain is dominantly permanent
pasture grazing fro sheep and cattle with some arable land between Nastend and Nupend.

Spaces

Nupend is situated on top of a low hill which defines its setting. The rising land around it forms an
important space, particularly as the land rises alongside the lane leading into the hamlet. On the
south side of this lane a small paddock runs parallel with it and rises to a house that faces down
the slope. This building, together with the space in the foreground, effectively defines the edge of
the hamlet. The land to the north of the lane is generally more open but plays a similar role.

The area between Nupend and Nastend is open farmland that extends in a flat ridge from Nupend
before dropping down to Nastend. The higher ground defines the immediate setting of Nupend.

Nastend is almost hidden away in a fold in the ground and by mature planting around much of it.
Because of this the spaces around the hamlet, which define its setting, are quite limited but
nevertheless significant. The land opens up as it drops down towards the employment
development to the east and, partly because of that development, is of significance to the setting of
the hamlet.

This group of hamlets is segregated from the more southerly hamlets by a corridor of open land
that now contains the A419. Clearly this space fulfils an important role in maintaining the
separation between the hamlets that make up Eastington.

The ancient connecting tracks were replaced in the 1970s by new roads of which Grove Lane now
leads into this settlement group. On the west side highway services interfere with the openness of
the countryside and eats into the space between settlements. However on the east side of Grove
Lane lies a group of small paddocks contained by mature hedgerows which form an important
space in retaining the openness and division between the hamlets of Nupend and Westend and
those south of the A419.

Roads, Streets and Routes.

The ancient lanes that linked the northern hamlets with their southern neighbours have changed in
form as a result of the invasive work and opening of the M5 motorway that took place in the 1970s.
Nupend and Nastend are now served by lanes that lead only to a dead end. The main public road,
Grove Lane, has become very busy with commuters using it as a ‘rat run’ and there have been
several serious roads accidents in the last 10 years.

Many of the ancient tracks are now bridleways and public footpaths that are extremely well used.
The area is dominated by households where horse and dog ownership is common. The tracks and
bridleways are thus regularly in use as with general walkers from a set of small communities with a
large proportion of retired residents.

Some paths and bridleways form important landscape and wildlife corridors. Indeed the bridleway
between Westend and Nastend is one of the most scenically beautiful public spaces within the
parish.

Green and Natural Features

Whilst much of the landscape is relatively open there are a number of significant natural features.
In particular the bridleway mentioned earlier between Westend and Nastend is set in a wide



corridor of mature trees and bounded on the west and south by small paddocks with mature
hedgerows and trees that contain well used public footpaths. This is a very significant green space
that is well used for recreation by residents. The lanes and tracks have also become important
species migration pathways from the Frome corridor to the areas to the north. This particularly
applies to riparian mammals, bats and birds of prey that are all recorded in the parish and are
protected species.

It is particularly noteworthy that the dominant bridleway, linking Nupend to Nastend and then
around and back to Nupend again, is bounded by very thick and ancient hedgerows. These are
very old as shown by the huge diversity of hedgerow species Blackthorn, Hawthorn, Maple, hazel,
dogwood, bramble, ash, honeysuckle, willow, birch, and many others. These hedgerows are a
nationally important and threatened habitat and form important habitats in their own right as well as
forming vital migration corridors between other habitats in the district. These hedgerows are also
prevalent around Oldbury Grange, the Selbrook stream and Oldbury Brook.

Mole Grove to the west of Nupend is a remnant of the ancient Oak woodland that was once
extensive over most of the Parish. This is a key wildlife site as a woodland habitat and its access
and relationship to the adjacent Selbrook stream, a tributary of the River Frome, and Oldbury
Brook are important wildlife links.

The layout of hedges, field boundaries and domesticated land is virtually unchanged since the
enclosures act of the late 17th/18th centuries. Indeed, since 1800 there have only been two new
dwelling built in Westend and none in Nastend and these were both on old sites and some 50-100
years ago. The historic landscape gives a remarkable snapshot of the life in Georgian times. This
is exemplified by the several large Georgian Farmhouses still standing in their own settings with
outbuildings and traditional orchards surrounding them. These are often listed buildings. The other
cottages and houses are also from this era and stand in their original gardens and plots. The area
has significant old green lanes that served as field access to the ancient field layout. The majority
of the fields still preserve their ancient ridge and furrow character to compliment this time capsule
of Georgian rural life.

Landmarks

The dominant feature of the area is the ribbon type layout of the three hamlets spread along the
three lanes that define their layout. These show a rich and diverse housing style defined over the
1600 – 1900 period. Mole Grove is fairly visible over the western part of the area and Oldbury
Grange is the prominent traditional building as seen from the A419.  Beyond that the wide
expanses of open and well-hedged grassland dominate the scene for most of the area.

Buildings and Details

All the buildings are positioned in one of the three main Hamlets apart from Oldbury Grange and
the Motorway service station. The layout of these hamlets is shown below.

Nastend
Nastend has 12 households (see map below) and one Nursing Home.  Most are Georgian,
although two dwellings date from the 16th & 17th centuries. There is one modern house of
classical design and a modern bungalow. Most dwellings of brick with tiled roofs, one is of stone
with stone tiles. There is a variety of barns, stables and out-buildings reflecting the hamlet’s
agricultural past.

There is a strong correlation between house size and plot size. This shows a ratio of between 15%
and 22% between the square metreage of the house and the overall plot size (ref Hamlet Design
Guides, 2014).



Northern Hamlets Map 3: Nastend hamlet with buildings

The principal building material used is Georgian red brick  (Eastington/Frampton Brick). The
roofing materials are clay tiles, Cotswold stone slates and traditional slates. The windows are
wooden casement windows with one horizontal glazing bar and sash windows of traditional section
and form.

Typical features of the vernacular building style include:
 Small-scale single storey lean-to extensions
 Flemish bond brickwork with flat or raised arches on the windows
 Brick chimneys at both gable ends
 Traditionally designed wooden or brick porch around a central front door
 Decorated roofline and slates (finials etc.)
 Barge boards
 Roofline brick decorations (brick corners sticking out etc.)
 Dormer windows

Nupend
Nupend is a compact settlement in the escarpment footslopes, consisting mainly of mature two
storey detached buildings on either side of the narrow lane leading up from the junction with Grove
Lane. Four of these are listed buildings and many are historic. This hamlet is distinctively separate
from Westend and the main body of the hamlet starts at the top of the rise from Grove Lane and
extends to just short of where the lane turns SE in a sickle shape. Here the layout loosens out with
a group of buildings around Spencer’s yard and a further group around Nupend Green.

The main impression is of a domestic scale, there are business activities that introduce variety to
the picture: Nupend Farm is a business centre, Spencer’s yard occupies a significant site at the
north end of the hamlet, and Leahug Farm is a working farm. All these have an impact on the
hamlet and affect its character.

Although the houses are quite close to the lane there are valuable gaps and views out in a number
of places. The open field enclosed in the sickle shape of the lane at the north end affords views
across Stonehouse to Selsley Common and Frocester Hill. On the north side of the lane at this
point there are views of the Spire of Standish Church and, on a clear day, Robinswood Hill in
Gloucester.



Northern Hamlets Map 4: Nupend hamlet with buildings

The character of the buildings is highly varied reflecting the slow and steady development over
many years. Virtually all the historic buildings remain, including the 14th century Nupend House.



Victorian view of the old post office and rows of cottages, all are still in place today

A pair of thatched cottages and the later building they face in Nupend

18th century Nupend Court

Nupend currently has 43 Households. All bar 10 are of Georgian and Victorian origin and design.
These feature typical brick design features of the period and roofline and plan proportions of those
eras.  Of these homes 9 have been built on new plots since 1840 but 5 have been knocked down
and are now clear of development since that same date.

About half the properties are detached and half attached or terraced. It is very noticeable that there
is a strong correlation between house size and plot size. This shows a ratio of between 12% and
18% between the square metreage of the house and the overall plot size (ref Hamlet Design
Guides, 2014).

The principal building material used in these buildings is Old Frampton/Eastington brick (Pre-
Victorian) with some rendering (over Pre-Victorian brick) and minor Victorian brick (orange/red)
and modern brick. Roofing materials are mostly modern replacement ridged tiles and traditional
slates with one thatched cottage.  The windows mostly wooden sash or casement windows of
traditional section and form.

Typical features of the vernacular building style include:
 Small-scale single storey lean-to extensions
 Flemish bond brickwork with flat or raised arches on the windows
 Brick chimneys at both gable ends



 Traditionally designed wooden or brick porch around a central front door
 Decorated roof line and slates (finials etc.)
 Barge boards
 Roofline brick decorations (brick corners sticking out etc.)
 Dormer windows

Terraced houses Detached House

Westend
Westend currently has 19 Households (see map below). All bar one are of Georgian and Victorian
origin and design. These feature typical brick design features of the period and roofline and plan
proportions of those eras. Fifteen of the properties existed before 1830 with only 4 being built after
this date. Three of these are believed to date from the late 1800’s and one in the 1960’s. The plot
sizes and boundaries are virtually unchanged since 1839.

About half the properties are detached and half attached or terraced. It is very noticeable that there
is a strong correlation between house size and plot size. This shows a ratio of between 12% and
25% between the square metreage of the house and the overall plot size (ref Hamlet Design
Guides, 2014).

Northern Hamlets Map 5: Westend hamlets with buildings



The principal building material used in these buildings covers predominantly Old Frampton/
Eastington brick and Victorian brick (orange/red). The roofing materials are mainly Victorian Clay
Tile (Rosemary) with ridged tiles, Cotswold Stone slates and traditional slates

Typical features of the vernacular building style include
 small-scale single storey lean-to extensions
 Flemish bond brickwork with flat or raised arches on the windows
 Brick chimneys at both gable ends
 Traditionally designed wooden or brick porch around a central front door
 Decorated roof line and slates (finials etc.)
 Barge boards
 Roofline brick decorations (brick corners sticking out etc.)
 Dormer windows. Windows are almost all wooden sash or casement windows of traditional

section and form.

Detached Westend house Semi-detached Westend house

Streetscape

These attributes apply almost equally to all three hamlets. The streetscape is one of an open plan
arrangement of domestic dwellings of different sizes spread almost randomly along a country lane.
This is typical of a very old and evolved habitation where housing has developed very slowly and in
proportion to local demand and need. There are no services or facilities except for one public
phone box. The pub, shop and post office and chapel that once existed have now been turned into
housing. Some of the farm buildings have been utilised as small business premises. There is a
grass verge to much of the hamlets and trees along thick hedges. The setting is distinctly rural.

Land Use

As discussed earlier the land use is almost exclusively agricultural with some semi domestic use
for horses and other social animals. The agricultural use of owner-occupiers has been much
reduced by the presence of commercial development landlords who have short-term land
tenancies part of their business model. To this day these northern hamlets retain a particular social
identity with village walks and village gatherings on a repeated basis. Its various and many
footpaths and bridleways which local residents enjoy around their hamlet locations.

In addition to the walkers and joggers there are a large number of equestrians living in the parish.
There are enough to run and support an annual gymkhana that is held annually in one of the
available fields near the A419 and this is attended by 500–1000 people and nearly 100 horses.
Many of these horses are stabled within the outlying hamlets of Westend, Nupend and Nastend. All
these horses are exercised daily, many twice or more per day, on the fields, bye-ways and
bridleways in the parish.



Views and areas
The views are shown in sections covering the main land blocks in the area. These are covered in
three sections and maps as shown below.

Northern Hamlets (east) Map 6: areas and photographic views

Area A
This has already been covered in the previous section dealing with the hamlet of Nupend

Area B
This block of land lies on the northern edge of the parish and to the north of the lane and dominant
bridle path that continues from it. The land forms the northern edge of the area and parish and is
partly masked by the thick hedgerows. It comprises old orchards and pastureland and is an
important rural backdrop to the Nupend Hamlet.

Area C
This area lies in the northeast corner of the parish against the Stonehouse Industrial Estate and
some fields. It lies to the east of the main circular bridle path that links the northern hamlets. The
land does undulate according to the shape of the Oldbury Brook and features some rich wildlife
habitat fringing the brook. The southern part of this area comprises mainly arable land. The most
important feature of this area is the setting and margin of the ancient hedgerow system bounding
the historic bridleway. This is not only a well used path for residents of the hamlets but an
important wildlife resource as covered in earlier sections of this document. A bridle path from



Nupend crosses the area to Oldends farm giving access to the level crossing on Oldends Lane.
Some of this land is partly concealed in the contours and some has the backdrop of the industrial
estate and chimneys of the dairy. There is an important area of higher ground approximately one
hundred metres north of Nastend Farm that is very visible from many surrounding areas and any
change to this area should involve sensitive screening and protection of the view. The setting of
Nastend Farm is important as one of the older buildings in the area and its setting at the northern
end of the Nastend hamlet.

Area D
This is a part of the parish that has now been developed as part of the Stonehouse Industrial
estate. As such it has lost almost all its rural features and character apart from the important
Oldbury Brook that runs along the edge of this area. It is important that this wildlife habitat and
corridor are preserved in its own right and as part of the system that links it with the northern part
of the parish. It is also a vital part of the local drainage system for the district.

Area E
This extends from the Oldbury Services roundabout, takes in the Grange Nursing Home and
extends through Nastend to Nastend Farm. Nastend consists of a small cluster of nine or so
houses accessed by a narrow sunken lane from the A419. Green Farm and Nastend Farmhouse
are both listed buildings. The hamlet lies just below the crest of the ridge and is characterised by
large houses in their own grounds, grouped compactly around the head of the lane, although The
Cottage and Nastend Farm are slightly apart. Again the scale is domestic but Nastend Farm is a
working farm. Between it and its southwest border, along the A419, there is an area of relatively
low-lying land on either side of the Oldbury Brook that flows into the River Frome.

For part of its length the NE boundary is formed by the bridleway running from Westend Cross to
Nastend which runs along the back of The Grange, a large building standing in its own grounds
that used to be a nunnery but is now a nursing home. This area is perhaps one of the most visually
sensitive in the parish at it borders the main road (A419) that links the M5 motorway with Stroud.
This setting sets the scene for most of those who pass through or visit the area and forms the rural
identity of the parish. Its rural character also forms a break from Stonehouse out into the Severn
Vale. On a local scale it also forms the ‘front garden’ for the very old hamlet of Nastend that
contains 8 listed buildings.

The area also contains the important wildlife corridor created by the Oldbury Brook which doubles
as a wetland and fringing woodland habitat as well as a vital drainage system. It is important that a
fringing zone is maintained for rainwater soakaway and to trap runoff silt. The soils in this area are
very clay rich and require large surface areas to absorb rainfall.  The wooded area, adjacent to The
Grange, represent one of the very few areas of mature oak woodland in the parish and should be
preserved because of their scarcity.

Area F
This is a large semi-circle of mainly arable land extending from the lane leading to Nupend and
curving round the south and southeast of the hamlet terminating by the old bridleway on the
northeast. Part of this area, together with a further tract of land on the other side of the lane leading
to Nupend, forms the important gap separating Nupend, Westend and Nastend.

Predominantly under arable cultivation, it has produced fodder for dairy cattle for many years,
sufficient to provide the milk needs of a town the size of Stonehouse. It slopes gently down on
either side of the low ridge extending southeast from Nupend. The southwest side is bordered by a
bridleway extending from Westend Cross to Nastend. A number of well-used footpaths and a
bridleway cross the area linking Nupend with Nastend and Oldends lanes near the boundary of the
area to the southeast.

There are panoramic views towards the Cotswolds Escarpment from the crest of the ridge that
form a view from the AONB from viewpoints from Haresfield across to Frocester. Although the
differences in level are slight from certain viewpoints, parts of the area are not visible. For example
from the road in front of The Cottage between Nastend Farm and Nastend Green and looking
towards Nupend there is a rise which cuts the view of most of this area. Residents, ramblers and
dog walkers regularly use two footpaths that run along this soft ridge that provides a dramatic
perspective of the escarpment in a 180 degree arc west across to the River Severn.



The land along Grove Lane forms both an important rural setting to the area. A narrow field lies
sandwiched between Grove Lane and the previously mentioned bridleway. This bridleway is a very
rich and locally important wildlife resource and should be afforded protection. It also makes a very
attractive and rural leisure resource for residents and visitors alike. This area also forms an
important separation zone between Nastend and Westend.

The land along the southern part of Nupend Lane is a further important separation zone that helps
identify the two distinct hamlets of Westend and Nupend and should be protected from change.

To the immediate east of Nupend lies high ground that is very visible from most of the parish due
to its aspect and must be treated with great sensitivity. It not only forms a zone around the historic
hamlet but is also very visible from both within and without the hamlet.

Due to the varied nature of the vegetation and the gently changing contours and aspects, this area
has both visually very sensitive areas and areas which are largely hidden. This shows that a
blanket type approach to any change of use would be highly inappropriate but a flexible approach
should be applied that matched the variable local conditions to the nature of any proposal.

Views and photos

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 1: Panoramic views of the Cotswold Escarpment (Map 6 - Area F)
Looking North-East. The ground is higher here although it falls off towards the right.

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 1: Looking South-East - Falling ground to the right towards Nastend is more hidden
than that on higher ground to the left. (Map 6 Area F)

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 1: With the bridleway Northern hamlets (east) photo view 1:  Looking East
hidden below the hedge in the foreground (Map 6 Area F) (Map 6 Area F)



Northern hamlets (east) photo view 1:  View south east (Map 6 Area F)

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 2: View from the AONB at Haresfield Beacon looking into Area F

The majority of area F is seen planted with flowering yellow rapeseed in the foreground of the
above photo. Only development within the folds of this land would ensure a minimum impact on
this view and therefore impact on the AONB setting of which this forms a very significant part.

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 4: This photo shows the last building of Westend in the foreground and the hamlet of
Nupend stretching North-East towards the escarpment. (Map 6 Area F)



Northern hamlets (east) photo view 4: View 4 looking south. (Map 6 Area F)

This photo above defines the separation of Westend (behind the camera) towards the hamlets of
Churchend and Chipman’s Platt, The bridleway with its woodland is clear on the left, as is the A419
roundabout on the far top right.

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 7: bridleway Northern hamlets (east) photo view 8: bridleway
(Map 6 Area F) (Map 6 Area F)

This bridleway, once an ancient road, is lined with a high variety of woodland trees, effectively
making it a long narrow wood. It is a haven for wildlife, badger sets and deer and contains a key
part of the drainage for the upland.

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 9: This is the location of an ancient ford across
The Oldbury Brook (Map 6 Area E)



Northern hamlets (east) photo view 10: Northern hamlets (east) photo view 11:
Nastend Lane looking north (Map 6 Area E) Nastend Lane looking due East (Map 6 Area E)

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 12: Northern hamlets (east) photo view 13: looking south over
Looking East towards the Cotswolds (Map 6 Area F) a small hollow over the bridleway (Map 6 Area B)

Northern hamlets (east) photo view 14: showing the Northern hamlets (east) photo view 15: the bridleway
Rising ground towards the crest near Nupend Farm (Map 6 Area E)

(Map 6 Area B)



Views and areas in the northern part of the area

The area is dominated by Mole Grove and naturally splits into 3 distinct areas labelled A-C on the
plan below

Northern Hamlets (north west) Map 7: areas and photo views

Area A
Area A is an approximately 45 hectare area which comprises the land to the south of ridgeline of
higher ground. The area is bounded by fields to the North, M5 to the west, Grove Lane to the
South and Nupend Lane to the East. The land is green-grassed fields divided by mature deciduous
mature hedges with occasional scattered mature oak trees in hedge lines. Several fields exhibit
ancient Ridge and Furrow topography.

Views and areas in the northern part of the area

The area is dominated by Mole Grove and naturally splits into 3 distinct areas labelled A-C on the
plan below

Northern Hamlets (north west) Map 7: areas and photo views
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Area A is an approximately 45 hectare area which comprises the land to the south of ridgeline of
higher ground. The area is bounded by fields to the North, M5 to the west, Grove Lane to the
South and Nupend Lane to the East. The land is green-grassed fields divided by mature deciduous
mature hedges with occasional scattered mature oak trees in hedge lines. Several fields exhibit
ancient Ridge and Furrow topography.
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Area A is an approximately 45 hectare area which comprises the land to the south of ridgeline of
higher ground. The area is bounded by fields to the North, M5 to the west, Grove Lane to the
South and Nupend Lane to the East. The land is green-grassed fields divided by mature deciduous
mature hedges with occasional scattered mature oak trees in hedge lines. Several fields exhibit
ancient Ridge and Furrow topography.



Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 11: South to Grove Lane with Ridge and Furrow
field form in foreground (Map 7 Area A)

In the north of the area lies Mole Grove a 5 hectare mature mixed deciduous wood. The wood is
dominated by oaks tree but also includes ash, hawthorn beech and sycamore.

Area A is crossed by four public footpaths with a further East to West trending footpath running
along the boundary between Area A and B. Views from these footpaths across Area A and locally
into Area B area are extensive.

Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 12: South East across Mole Grove from North Western Corner
(Map 7 Area A)

The elevated and sloping nature of this area means it is overlooked from much of Grove Lane and
The M5 as well as properties backing off Grove Lane and Nupend Lane. From this land there are
extensive views to the Royal Forest of Dean to the West, the vale of Berkeley to the South and The
Cotswold escarpment to the East and southeast.



Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 13: South East over Chapel to Cam Long Down (Map 7 Area A)

Area B
Area B is approximately 20 hectares and comprises the land north of Mole Grove bounded to the
West by the M5 motorway, the parish boundary to the North, and Area C to the east. The surface
of this area is flat to gently undulating it is crossed by a shallow drain which trends southwest to
northeast. A shallow watercourse with a similar trend also forms the northern boundary of the area
and the parish boundary. An avenue of mature oak trees runs just inside the parish boundary. The
avenue is complete from the Western boundary for a distance of approximately 300m. The avenue
trends NW-SE and the rows of trees forming this feature an approximately 10 metres apart. The
ground between the trees is flat and grassed. Immediately north and running parallel with the
avenue is a shallow watercourse flowing SE to NW.

Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 14: North West along Avenue on Parish Boundary (Map 7 Area B)

Public footpaths run the length of the southern and northern boundaries of Area B. Walkers on
both paths get clear and uninterrupted views of Area B and Area A from the southern footpath.



Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 15: East to Standish Woods (Map 7 Area B)

Area C
Area C is approximately 10 Hectares in plan area and is bounded to the west by Area B, to the
north by the parish boundary, to the east by Nupend Lane and to the south by Area A.  Leahug
Farm lies in the east of the area and dominates views of the area.

Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 16: East across Leahug Farm (Map 7 Area C)

Area C forms a relatively flat and level plateau and comprises a mix of grassed and arable fields.
Area C is differentiated from Areas A and B in that all hedges have been removed and field
boundaries comprise simple post and wire fences giving the area an open feel.



Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 17: North East across Parish Boundary to Haresfield Beacon

A public footpath runs along the northern (parish) boundary and a second crosses the area running
east to west to the north east corner of Mole Grove.

Northern Hamlets (north west) photo view 18: as mentioned on the photo (Map 7)

The visual sensitivity map shows a block of land adjacent to the hamlet of Westend on the northern
side. This land is clearly highly visible from all parts of the hamlet, both the residential land and the
roads and public rights of way. It forms the rural backdrop to the Historic hamlet that as discussed
has been almost untouched for 200 yrs. The listed buildings and indeed the many other ones that
complement the “Late Georgian” nature of the hamlet are both highly valued by residents and
parishioners alike and the many who visit the area. The layout of boundaries and fields in the
immediate vicinity of the hamlet gives it special character and part of this is the plot size to house
size ratio of the hamlet.

In order to preserve the unique ‘dispersed Hamlet’ nature of the parish in this area it is important to
prevent coalescence of one hamlet with another and thus infilling towards adjacent hamlets would



degrade this principle. Any future development must complement and enhance these
characteristics and not devalue them.

Views and areas south of Westend

Northern Hamlets Map 8: areas and photo views in south west

The area can be usefully divided for descriptive purposes into three shown on the map as Green,
Blue and Red.

The Green area is framed by Grove Lane and the parish boundary. It contains low-lying ground
that forms a small drainage basin that takes runoff and ditch water from Westend and Nupend.
This area is very sensitive to flooding and the road is frequently blocked after heavy rain. The
landscape is dominated by old farmhouses and ancient perry and cider orchards. It provides an
important drainage buffer for the Selbrook stream. The area is heavily overlooked by a large part of
the Westend Hamlet. The area immediately to the south of the Selbrook stream (where it goes
under the M5) is dominated by several very large badger sets and this site should therefore be
protected and the adjacent foraging area to event forcing the badgers northwards onto the
motorway.

The Blue area is the southern backdrop to the rest of Westend.  It is moderately open and
occupied by Ridge and furrow field and remnants of the ancient oak woodland that once covered
this whole area. It is bordered by two important green lanes that were part of the old road network,
prior to the enclosure acts, and forms an important buffer from the service station on the A419. The
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area is also crossed by two well-used and important rural footpaths that give access to the central
part of the parish away from the busy roads.

The Red area is set against the A419 and lies predominantly south of the important watershed
running south of Westend. The area is characterised by small copses and thickets. The area forms
a pleasing rural aspect from the M5 motorway junction and A419. It has significant community
value in that it is used for Parish events (rural/ Horse shows).

Views
There is an important dividing line that breaks the area into two distinct parts. This is the watershed
that defines the drainage between the River Frome and the Selbrook stream.  The impact of this is
that the land immediately adjacent to the A419 is partially hidden from the hamlet of Westend due
to the nature of the slightly elevated ground that creates the watershed. In the same way the
hamlet of Westend is partially hidden from the A419 for the same reasons. As a result the
landscape sensitivity of the fields surrounding Westend is very high leading up towards the
watershed and decreases in the vicinity of the A419.

This subtle, but critical, landscape attribute has a huge bearing on the sound transmissibility in the
area as well as visual impact and lines of sight. There area a number of Oak trees and other
hardwoods in small copses and enlarged hedgerows which are remnants of the ancient woodland
that used to cover this area and is still seen in Mole Grove to the north of Westend. The hedgerows
are also very old exhibiting a very large number of hedgerow species indicative of their age. The
following photographs - located on the map at the end - illustrate these factors.

Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 1: The view southwest with the watershed over rising ground in the
middle distance. (Map 87 Area ‘green’)

Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 2: Shows the view west toward the motorway (Map 8 Area ‘pink’)
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Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 3: The view northwards over gently rising ground towards
the watershed (Map 8 Area ‘pink’)

Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 4: The view northwards towards the eastern end of Westend
(Map 8 Area ‘pink’)

Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 5: The view eastwards over gently dipping land towards
the motel and roundabout (Map 8 Area ‘pink’)
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Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 6: A view eastwards over open dipping land (Map 8 Area ‘blue’)

Northern Hamlets (south) photo view 7: View from near Grove Lane over the watershed with
the land in the distance partially hidden by the surface curvature. (Map 8 Area ‘blue’)

Northern Hamlets Map 9: principal watersheds in the Westend, Nupend, Nastend part of the Parish
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Northern Hamlets (south): Photo showing the hamlet of Westend from the northwest side of
the M5 and the location of the important watershed

Sensitivity to Change in Character Area 2

 The three hamlets of Nupend, Westend and Nastend are all distinctive settlements in their own
right and are segregated from the southern hamlets by the A419 and the River Frome corridor.
The spaces, described earlier, which lie between these small settlements, are important in
defining their setting and are obviously sensitive to change.

 Small tree lined paddocks alongside Grove Lane provide a visually attractive approach to
Westend from the A 419 which is bordered on the east side by the bridleway between Westend
and Nastend. This is set in a wide tree covered corridor that is very well for recreational
purposes. This whole area is very sensitive to change.

 The land to the south of Nastend is visually sensitive as it defines the rural setting of Nastend
and segregates it from the southern hamlets and the A419. To the north of Nastend the land
rises, but due to tree cover around the settlement this area would be less sensitive to change
subject to additional tree planting to form a stronger visual “buffer”.

 Nupend sits on a ridge of comparatively high ground. The more the land rises, the more
sensitive to change it becomes. There are few field boundaries or groups of trees to break up
the area  so it is necessary to rely on contours to identify a visually sensitive envelope. The
approach to Nupend from Westend is up a lane bordered on the south east by a paddock and
on the north-west by a field. These are important spaces in defining the setting of the
settlement and segregating it from Westend and therefore are sensitive to change.

 Westend is a linear settlement with properties bordering the quite low-lying road. The
topography restricts longer distance views and reduces the sensitivity to change of land, other
than in quite close proximity to the settlement.

The following plan illustrates the land most sensitive to change.
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